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January 2002 Issue Corrections
Page 5. Evelynn Mitchell’s e-mail address, in the box with the Bexar Grotto, lost an n; she’s
really evelynn@satx.rr.com. Right below Evelynn is Cindy Perez, and her e-mail address has
two z’s on the end of it, which is the way it is in our files, but we haven’t e-mailed her to find
out if it’s correct or not.
Pages 9-32. As expected, there are lots of old addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail
addresses listed in the directory. That’s the way they are in the TSA files, so be sure to send
in any corrections. -mm-
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EDITORIAL

Knee Deep in Guano

Mike Moore, mrmike@centurytel.net
In my December editorial, I noted
some of the cave secrecy changes that
have gone on in the last thirty years and
how cavers today have been hampered by those changes,
even though there are good reasons for those changes.
Some people took that as criticism of the Texas Speleological
Survey, but the point of the editorial was to start a dialog on
getting better access to TSS data.
As I pointed out, unless you live in Austin, it’s not easy to
get access to the TSS office and their data. I also made the
statement, “If you ask a TSS data manager for access to
data for any large area, say all the caves within ten miles of
your house, you won’t get it.” This month, George Veni
defends the TSS position, and offers an assurance that
cavers can have access to TSS data.
So, if you’re a “responsible” caver living in a caving area,
I urge you to call George (or another TSS director) and
request info on the caves near you or in an area of interest to
you. I’m betting that if you get the data, it’ll encourage you
to go caving and to find more caves. And if you don’t get
the data, write back and let me know why, as this is an
important issue to cavers.
The TSS serves a very useful purpose and is very much
needed. And cavers should be taking advantage of their
data, and providing data back to the TSS to help themselves
and future cavers. But I’m still convinced there’s a question
that needs to be asked: are there ways TSS can better
provide cave data to cavers? I still think it’s fair to ask that
question of George and the other directors.
—
The TSA Convention has been scheduled for the last
weekend in April at Colorado Bend State Park. It’s an
excellent location and date, but it will conflict with the printing
of the May issue of THE TEXAS CAVER. So the editors can
either go to the Convention or print that weekend. We’re
going. Expect your May issue a week late, but with

Convention coverage.
This is the fourth issue of THE TEXAS CAVER that I’ve
published. When I took the job as editor I promised an
accounting of what it cost to produce THE TEXAS CAVER for the
first three issues, as I thought I could do it for a buck an
issue. The numbers are in the box to the side.
How to interpret those numbers is a problem, but it clearly
costs much less to produce one complete issue of THE TEXAS
CAVER now, including being in color, than it did before to print
in black and white. In fact, it costs less than half as much, as
we only have to print as many issues as needed. That means
we can put out twice as many issues for still less than what it
was costing before.
The problem with using a printing press is that it costs the
same to print 200 issues as it does to print 500, i.e., there’s a
minimum number for a press run and it’s more than we need.
If the TSA ever gets 500 members, it’ll be time to go back to
a press, as a color laser printer won’t be able to handle the
job any longer.
The streamlined production process makes it possible to
produce THE TEXAS CAVER in one weekend. We were shooting
for one day, but color printing is much slower than was
planned, just one page per minute for the covers. So it has
been taking a day for doing layout and two days for printing
to finish.
The weakest link hasn’t been the printer, but the Post
Office. The Post Office is taking weeks to deliver the mail
and there doesn’t appear to be anything we can do about it
while there’s an anthrax scare going on, except to apologize
in advance. It defeats the purpose of having a deadline the
day before production if the Post Office isn’t going to deliver
in the next few days. I’m hoping their service improves.
—
It’s time for some feedback. You’ve now got the
numbers on what it costs to print THE TEXAS CAVER and this is
your fourth monthly issue. Are you satisfied? Is there
anything missing from THE TEXAS CAVER each month? Is there
anything about it that you don’t like? Write a letter to the
editors and let us know one way or the other. The deadline
for the March issue is, as usual, the last Friday of February.

TEXAS CAVER EXPENSES BY ISSUE
Mailing
Total
Date/Issue Printed
1-FEB-2002* 235
7-JAN-2002 235
7-DEC-2001 275
2-NOV-2001 350

Total
Mailed
180**(200)
173**(200)
208
296

Production
Costs
$156.30*
$243.30
$257.10
$350.00

FEB 16-17
Postage
Cost
$50.00*
$62.53
$53.75
$76.01

Page
Count
20
36
24
20

GOVERNMENT CANYON TRIP

*Estimated
**Minimum of 200 must be mailed for bulk mail rates
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TSS: Secrecy,
Sharing, and
Responsibility

February 2002

By George Veni, gveni@flash.net

President, Texas Speleological Survey
In his editorial in the December 2001
issue of The TEXAS CAVER, Mike Moore
discussed the lack of exploration-style
caving in Texas during recent years and suggested that part of the
responsibility falls upon the Texas Speleological Survey (TSS). He
stated that TSS keeps cave location data secret from cavers, which
in turn stymies cavers’ abilities to pursue leads. His editorial is
disappointing because, as someone who spends a considerable
amount of time working with TSS, Mike did not clearly understand
TSS policy on the release of sensitive information, which indicates
that TSS needs to do more work to educate cavers about such
issues. This article presents the TSS position on the release of
sensitive data, how to acquire such data, why TSS guards data the
way it does, and my thoughts on the question of TSS’ role in
exploration caving in Texas.
Secrecy
For many years, TSS published approximate cave locations in its
publications. A person dedicated to finding a listed cave could
probably track it down with a modest amount of effort and persistence.
In 1995, TSS reorganized from being a loose-knit group into a nonprofit corporation. The TSS Board of Directors, comprising of many
longtime cavers, spent many hours and meetings examining the
question of how to manage sensitive cave data. This has been our
most carefully discussed and examined issue. For the most part,
“sensitive” data are cave locations and owner information, but can
include more general information if the cave has attributes that require
extra measures for protection such as outstanding delicate
speleothems, archeological materials, or endangered species.
When TSS published its first reports in the early 1960s, few people
besides cavers were seriously interested in caves. At that time, the
biggest threat to Texas caves were kids and adult non-cavers, still the
most likely to climb pits on clothesline, collect speleothems as
souvenirs, and leave trash and spray paint as signposts of their visits.
Cavers then and now do not release cave locations to people they
don’t know and trust. However, cavers have provided data to TSS
and trusted TSS to also not release information to anyone that might
harm caves. The generalized locations published in TSS reports long
ago were available primarily to cavers and unlikely to be found and
used by non-cavers at that time.
By the early 1990s, the situation had changed. Caves are now of
interest to many people with many different agendas. Many of these
people have resources to track down the old TSS reports and
thoroughly search for the precise locations that were roughly marked.
Some want to study, preserve, and protect caves, and some don’t.
Interested parties include agencies and organizations concerned about
protecting caves as critical sites to public groundwater supplies and
endangered species. At the other extreme are groups wishing to
minimize the importance of caves and even eliminate caves so they
can construct roads and buildings and conduct other potentially caveunfriendly activities with little or no impediment. Based on these
4

changes, it was important for TSS to develop a data access policy
that would protect sensitive data, yet allow access to those who
needed it and could use it responsibly.
Sharing
After a great deal of thought, discussion, experience, and some
necessary improvements, TSS developed a data release policy. The
purpose of the policy is to meet the TSS goals of supporting
“scientific, educational, and conservation purposes, with the
specific objectives to collect, organize, and maintain information on
Texas caves and karst, and to generally make that information
available to responsible persons and organizations” (sections in
quotes here and below are from the TSS Bylaws). At the same time,
in order to meet our responsibility to cavers and cave owners who
have trusted TSS with their cave data, TSS “reserves the right not
to distribute certain information if it could result in the exploitation
or degradation of cave or karst resources.”
The resulting policy has divided data requests into two types,
depending on the type and amount of sensitive information that is
requested. Most cavers will almost exclusively use the first type,
which TSS calls a casual data request. “Casual requests are those
where the release of the requested data would not likely pose a risk
of harm to caves, karst features, their contents, or their owners”
and can be made and responded to orally. So if a caver is looking
for information on a cave or a few caves and needs the locations
and owner information, the caver can call or write TSS. TSS will
generally consider such a request a low risk of harm to caves,
owners, and cavers, and will provide the information. This assumes
that the cave is not highly sensitive to visitation and the person
making the request seems responsible and competent enough to
safely visit the cave.
How does TSS know who is responsible and competent? The
same way virtually all cavers do when asked for caving information.
We either know the person making the request or contact cavers
who know the person. If that person does not seem to have the
skills to safely navigate the cave or if TSS can’t find anyone who
knows the person, then TSS will try to redirect the person to a cave
that is safer and less vulnerable to impacts or completely turn down
the request. If the person is responsible and cares about caves,
then he or she will understand and appreciate TSS’ hesitance in
fulfilling the request. With a little time in situations like these, TSS
has built trusting and valued relationships with previously
unfamiliar cavers.
The second type of data request is the formal request. This is
used where the volume of sensitive data requested is potentially
significant and/or where a greater degree of assurance is desired
from the requestor that the data won’t be misused. This request is
most commonly used by agencies and consulting firms working in
karst areas who want information on the caves they may encounter.
TSS requires that their request be in writing and provide
information such as the requestor’s name, address, and
qualifications, and a description of the data requested, explanation
on the intended use of the data, assurance that the data will not be
used to “directly or indirectly harm, degrade or destroy caves, karst
features, or their contents, nor to harass or otherwise disturb the
owners of caves and karst features,” promise not to publish
sensitive data, and an agreement to provide TSS a copy of the
resulting data or report when the work is complete. TSS has
successfully executed several formal requests.
This last part about providing data back to TSS is also important
and directly related to cavers making casual requests. The only way
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TSS has published several reports in The TEXAS CAVER in a
for TSS to remain a sound and useful database is by being constantly
updated with new information. Sharing must go both ways. Casual column called “From the Files of the TSS.” The purpose of the
and formal requests that do not return information for the data they column is to highlight an interesting cave or area that needs
receive will be turned down for future requests. From cavers making attention. Cavers are encouraged to contact TSS to get the location
casual requests, TSS would love to get copies of maps and survey and landowner details in order to chase those leads. So far TSS has
notes, but something as simple as filling out a TSS cave report form not had a single request for information based on those reports.
This includes a report on a possible lava tube in west Texas and
will suffice if no surveying was done and that is all that’s available.
Even if the cave is already known, there is a good chance you’ll Jerry Atkinson offering a $100 reward to the first caver to locate,
provide some update or piece of information missing from the TSS document, map, and put the information into the TSS files on a
files. A copy of the form can be downloaded from the TSS web page Texas lava tube.
About 20 times a year I attend my grotto meetings and give reports
at http://www.utexas.edu/depts/tnhc/.www/tss. A copy has also been
printed in this issue of The TEXAS CAVER. Please make copies of that from TSS. I used to regularly remind people that there is no excuse to
form, fill out whatever information you can, and send it in. Include not go caving. Call me. I have a lot of things in the files that need
location information since it is critical to identifying the cave. Many checking. I now give those reminders only a couple of times a year
caves have been entered multiple times into the TSS files under because I only get one or two requests each year. And this is not just
different names due to a lack of a good location. GPS units are a symptom of my grotto. As TSS President, I make the same offer to
becoming cheap and common. If you have one, make it a part of your many cavers around the state but rarely get calls for information. The
other TSS directors and data managers report the same lack of interest
standard caving gear and mark those coordinates!
in their data.
While TSS will turn down
Based on these and other
additional data requests if a past
experiences and closely
one has not been fulfilled, TSS
The TSS directors know there are cavers
observing Texas caving for 26
will also turn down requests if
exploring and mapping caves but who aren’t
years, I’m forced to conclude
released data were used
that most Texas cavers enjoy
irresponsibly or violated one of
reporting to TSS or THE TEXAS CAVER. We
exploration but relatively few
the tenets of the formal request
would love to hear from you.
vigorously pursue it by
agreement. In Mike Moore’s
chasing
down
leads,
editorial, he refers to TSS
contacting landowners, and
turning down formal data
requests by cavers seeking large amounts of information. TSS has hunting for the caves. Most cavers routinely pass up cave leads and
only turned down one such request. In that case, the request was for the opportunity to look for cave leads when they are offered, usually
an area where an active and productive project was already in place, waiting for another caver to do the legwork. In my view, the
and the requestor was directed to work with that group. TSS has responsibility for the status of exploration caving in Texas falls on
gladly supported cavers wishing to conduct regional or countywide Texas cavers.
projects.
Texas cavers are the lifeblood of the TSS. TSS greatly appreciates
Responsibility
the reports, maps, and other help that Texas cavers provide. TSS
Mike Moore is correct that TSS is responsible for caving in Texas. wants and tries to support exploration and study of Texas caves, but
So are TSA, TCMA, NSS, and the many Texas grottos. All share a cavers need to want to push where no one has gone before. In many
part of the responsibility. However, let us not overlook the key cases, this means cavers contacting TSS, possibly digging in the files
responsibility of the individual caver. All of the caving organizations for leads if some aren’t readily known, trying to find owners for
can’t force a caver to push the frontiers unless that caver wants to do permission, and possibly running into a lot of dead ends before getting
it. Likewise, if a caver is committed to pushing the frontiers, there is underground. Some leads will take 10 minutes of telephone time to
little that anyone can do to stop that caver. So where does the average secure permission and a location. Some will take hours of effort. There
caver stand in regard to pursuing exploration-style caving? Read is often no way of knowing until you dive in.
below about my experiences through TSS and judge for yourself.
The TSS directors know there are cavers exploring and mapping
Each year TSS announces several projects at its office in Austin caves but who aren’t reporting to TSS or THE TEXAS CAVER. We would
to help sort and organize the data and prepare it for publication. love to hear from you. Suggestions on improving data exchange
Cavers are encouraged to attend and look up leads and information between cavers and TSS are welcome. However, the fact remains that
that interests them. While TSS appreciates everyone’s help, many of relatively few Texas cavers are currently checking leads or are focused
the people at those sessions are TSS directors. Relatively few cavers on exploration and mapping. Some mainly enjoy recreational trips to
show up from the Austin area for the evening sessions or from other known caves. Many cavers are doing outstanding service in restoration
areas of the state when the projects are held on weekends. Only a projects, public education and beginner trips, and cave management
small percentage of Texas cavers are coming to help out a little and efforts. They should be applauded. But whatever cavers may be
currently doing, TSS will be ready to support them when they are
check out the leads that are offered to them.
TSS has published several reports in The TEXAS CAVER in a column ready to push the underground frontiers of Texas.
called “The Lost Caves of the Texas,” a listing of caves in the TSS
For more information on TSS, see our web page at
files that do not have location data. Cavers have been asked to provide http://www.utexas.edu/depts/tnhc/.www/tss, or contact me, Editor
locations if they have them. These reports are also great lists of dozens Jim Kennedy, Secretary Logan McNatt, Treasurer Orion Knox,
of caves that need further exploration and study. So far, TSS has Directors Jerry Atkinson, Jerry Fant, Butch Fralia, Carl Kunath,
gotten virtually no response to this series or inquiries about these David McKenzie, James Reddell, or Bill Russell, or Office Manager
caves.
Ron Ralph.
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Photo by Jerry Fant.

Proyecto
Espeleológico
Sierra Oxmolon
by Jerry Fant

jerryfant@worldnet.att.net

Photo by Jerry Fant.

Located in the Mexican state of San Luis
Potosí is a jungle known to cavers for over thirty
years. The Association of Mexican Cave
Studies and much of Mexican caving had its
origins here. Outside of the city of Aquismón,
Golondrinas was located in 1967 along with many
(l-r) Perez family, Peter Sprouse, Terri Whitfield, Denise Prendergast,
other fine deep pits. There were no roads
Dale Bernard, Enora Fant, Jery Fant, James Lopez
accessible to the area until the late seventies.
Even then the roads were sparse. Much work
had been accomplished despite the lack of easy access and a
plateau.
language different than Spanish. The area has also had a big
During Thanksgiving 2000 a dozen cavers converged in
influence on caving worldwide with many different people
the village of La Brecha, Municipio de Aquismón. The road
coming to tour the deep pits and caves becoming known as
to the village was less than three months old and the people
the Gringo Trail. Now much has changed with new roads
were happy to show their caves. The trip netted about
going in everywhere and the people now speak Spanish almost
twelve new caves for the area. Most of the caves were a
exclusively except in remote villages. From looking at location
short walk from camp in a field outside of the village. The
data the area still had lots to offer, with almost no caves noted
caves offer a wide variety of passages from horizontal to
in the northern section of the topographic maps. It was here
deep vertical. The longest drop encountered on this visit was
in September 2000 that a preliminary trip locating roads into
a 90 meter pit named Sótano del Rayo de Luz, still the
the Oxmolon area that the new project was born. Five caves
deepest single drop for the project. Several other caves
were located, with one being a 100-meter pit and another a
were mapped including Cueva de Pisos Falsos, which
Lanim (Nacimiento) possibly being the drain to the entire
became the longest cave at 185 meters long and 51 meters
deep. The project left with leads
remaining and more caves promised by
the village. Participants were Robin
Barber, Dale Barnard, Paul Fambro,
Jerry Fant, Ed Goff, Koni Tasuku, Chris
Nicola, Jessica Synder, Pamela Tanino,
Terri Whitfield, Eddie Yonemoto, and Jay
Jorden.
This Thanksgiving saw six people, all
from Austin, return to the village of La
Brecha. This trip the camp was set up
in the yard of Señor Perez and Carlos,
two of the leaders for the village. All
was good except for the rooster alarm
clock at four in the morning. Over
thirteen new caves were discovered and
many of the caves left over from the last
project were surveyed. One cave, Paxal
Ita Te, became the longest cave of the
project area at 673 meters long and 100
meters deep. This cave is also one of the
Enora Fant in the entrance to Cueva del Pato.
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longest in the Golondrinas area. Sótano del Rayo de Luz was
Enora Fant with a donut formation in Paxal Pach Ja.
rebelayed down to a flowstone bridge that may lead to more
passage in the future. By the end of the week the project was
up to twenty-eight previously unmarked caves. Participants
were James Lopez, Peter Sprouse, Terri Whitfield, Dale
Barnard, Denise Prendergast, Jerry and Enora Fant.
On January 6-12, 2002 a return trip to La Brecha to follow
up on leads and survey ensued. Twelve new caves were
discovered and five more were surveyed. Biology was
collected in six different caves and significant archeology
was noted in three caves. This trip also opened up the areas
of La Laja, La Cuchilla, and Aguacate with new caves in
each area. The new cave in La Laja will undoubtedly be
another one of the longest caves in the region with over 500
meters explored (grabbed by locals to look for water).
Permission was also granted in Aquismón for the purpose of
the project. There are now forty new caves in the project
area and many more promised. Participants were Jerry and
Enora Fant.
The next project trip will be the first of May 2002, with
the traditional Thanksgiving trip to follow. Anyone interested
in participating should contact Jerry Fant at
jerryfant@worldnet.att.net
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POZO CHUZO

The Black Hole of Coahuila

The Pozo Chuzo trip
started 1000 feet over
the Coahuila desert on a
fateful day in the
summer of 1999.
Earlier that year while
diligently studying maps,
Peter Sprouse had
identified a couple of
sinkhole features west of
Cuatrocienegas on a topo
map while planning a
reconnaissance flying
trip to this area. The
sinks looked fairly big
and promising, and since
we were going to have an
airplane it would be a
cinch to take a look. During the first part of the trip we based
operations out of Cd. Victoria in Tamaulipas to see the Proyecto
Espeleológico Purificación area. In the latter part of the week we
all headed north to Coahuila to do the reconnaissance west of
Cuatrocienegas.
The crew on the ‘99 trip included our pilot Leonard Pruitt
from Dallas, Bryan McMillin also from Dallas, Peter Sprouse,
Beverly Shade, Cathy Winfrey, Laura Rosales Lagarde (Mexico
City), Aldo Guevara, Xochitl de la Rosa, and Professor Paco
Garcia de León (all from Cd. Victoria). We took a trip west of
Cuatrocienegas to investigate the sinkhole features and lo and
behold, we found a gaping hole on the top of a hill in the Sierra de
Australia. It was quite impressive from the air, a big black hole in
the desert that we could not see the bottom of. So, with such an
enticing lead to go on it was only natural that we would return to
see what mysterious wonders awaited.
After nearly two agonizing years of waiting and planning,
Sprouse set up the trip. We assembled a ragtag group consisting
of Peter Sprouse, Grace Borengasser, Victorio Calvo, Andy
Gluesenkamp, Fofo González, Laura Rosales Lagarde, Leonard
the pilot, Vivian Loftin, James Lopez, Brian McMillan, Terri
Whitfield, and a bunch of other Monterrey cavers. The trip into
the area was beautiful in itself. We stopped for a look-see and
swim at a small spring on the side of the road where we observed
mating habits of fellow cavers and endemic fish species, marveled
at the unique desert scenery, and took in a quick lunch.
Equipped with GPS coordinates from two years ago, Peter led
us directly into the arroyo that was closest to the cave. We made
camp just before dark and proceeded to cook and hydrate
ourselves. It was a long entertaining night of listening to
Gluesenkamp and Vivian talk dirty to each other, so we all
lubricated our brains, took in some good spirits, and celebrated
long into the morning hours. Awaiting us in the morning were
multiple hangovers and a two-kilometer hike up an arroyo. Along
10

the way someone spotted a
shelter cave that had some
neat archeological remnants:
little twisted bits of rope,
worked flint chips, a metate,
and some faint pictographs.
After a short hike we arrived
at the scene.
Grace, Vivian, and James
measured the entrance while
everybody else set up little
shady spots under various
spiny cacti and slept and/or
ate food. The entrance is
polygon-shaped, something
like 45 meters long by 27
meters wide. Peter scouted
for a suitable place to rig and
cleaned the drop of debris. Peter rigged the main anchor, a
deviation, and one rebelay for a smooth freefall into an everwidening shaft, a total of 65 meters. Once the first group of folks
got in the cave the survey began. James Lopez, Vivian, and I
started on one side of the cave, and Laura, Terri and others started
from the other. Peter and Fofo noticed some cool air blowing out
of a small space in the breakdown near one far wall of the pit and
decided to check it out. The air had condensed enough to let
some green algae grow on the surrounding rocks, so the smaller
folk went slithering in to see where it went. After much
squirming and squoozing Terri and Laura followed the air to a
rubble pile. They hammered but to no avail. Grace and Jubal went
in to cheer them on, give a little backup and moral support, but the
lead wasn’t going anywhere.
Some people unfortunately did not go into the pit, apparently it
was taking a long time for people to get set up, a couple of others
decided there should be someone at the top to keep watch of the
rope. So they made a campfire and had a good time up above.
I have to say that overall, the most necessary thing for this trip
was vertical proficiency. There were a few folks that came all this
way to see the cave, and either learned about rebelays while on
rope, or valiantly opted out of the experience in the interest of
time and for the benefit of the group. We exited the cave
sometime in the middle of the night and began stumbling our way
back to camp with musical accompaniment by the Monterrey
folks. Great trip! Special thanks to Leonard Pruitt, the pilot, for
being the aero-stud man that he is and flying us over the area,
Peter Sprouse for the discovery of the lead and getting us to the
cave, and to the illustrious Laura Rosales Lagarde for traveling all
the way from Mexico City to go caving with us. It was good to
have the Monterrey cavers along too because they are such a
friendly bunch. They don’t seem to mind sharing their caves with
us, and they have a fierce determination to sing all the way back to
camp.
Photo by Peter Sprouse.

By Jubal Grubb
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Sorcerers Cave
By George Veni, gveni@flash.net

It had been many years since there was a Thanksgiving trip to
Sorcerer’s Cave. It’s ideal for that weekend since substantial driving
and rigging time keep it from being a site for weekend caving trips.
The extra time in the extended weekend is needed for a productive
visit. However, most previous attempts at Thanksgiving trips have
been canceled due to a lack of people willing to go. Despite plenty of
interest in the cave, most cavers go to Mexico or do the family thing
during that weekend. Caver quantity was low for this year’s trip from
Wednesday, 21 November 2001 through Sunday, 25 November 2001,
but since caver quality was high, we got a lot accomplished.
Thursday
Most everyone arrived on Wednesday night and by Thursday
morning was ready to go into the cave. The primary effort was by Jim
Kennedy, Charley Savvas, and Chris Vreeland. They quickly rigged
the cave down to the Demon Drop, the third major pit in the cave, but
rather than bottom the pit, they traversed it to the Mormoops Passage.
In 1981, I had clung to small ledges on the pit’s wall, about 17 meters
above the floor, and reached the passage on the far side. If I would
have fallen, the rope, of course, would have caught me, but the angle
of swing back to the “regular” side of the pit would have probably
ended in a painful crash into that wall. Armed with a battery-powered
drill now, Charley set some bolts to establish a new and safer approach
to the passage for this year’s team and for future cavers.
The Mormoops Passage is a 45-meter-long comfortable handsand-knees crawlway over soft, dry guano to the Mormoops Chamber.
The passage and room were named to commemorate the discovery of
a new bat in the cave, Mormoops megalophylla, although the bat
wasn’t found in this area. The Chamber is divided into two parts by a
0.4-meter thick ridge that extends out from the passage and drops
about 5 meters on each side of the ridge into the room. The smaller
section of the room is about 8 meters long by 3 meters wide. It has a
dome estimated at 11 meters high with a possible passage at the top
that has never been checked. The larger portion of the room is 12
meters long by 5 meters wide and most of its ceiling is a tall, large
dome. The ceiling of the dome can’t be seen, but at least a couple of
large possible passages were noted when the room was surveyed.
Climbing this dome was the team’s objective.
Charley led the climb with Jim on belay and Chris on digital camera.
The first obvious lead didn’t lead anywhere; neither did the second
one. They pushed higher to what from 20 meters below at the floor
had looked like a large piece of breakdown wedged between the walls.
Instead, it was a large mass of flowstone over cemented gravel and
clay that had been partially washed out from underneath, leaving it
bridging the dome. They ended their efforts for that day near the
bridge and returned to the surface just after dark.
Higher up in the cave, I took Bonnie Longley on her first trip into
Sorcerer’s to the seldom-visited Apprentice Cave section. The entrance
to Apprentice is 13 meters southwest and 3 meters higher than the
entrance into Sorcerer’s. Initially they were two separate caves until
connected via two digs into one small room, the Worm Room. The
first dig was from the Apprentice side, and when no obvious way on
12

was found in the room, an obvious place to dig on the Sorcerer’s
side popped into the room after about half a meter.
The upper part of Apprentice is a series of narrow, keyhole-slotted
floors, pits and passages that extend about 25 meters from the
Apprentice entrance to a depth of 10 meters at the top of 9-meterdeep Harden Pit, named for Scott Harden who found it. At the bottom
of the pit are some minor side passages and the 10.5-meter-deep drop
of Pooh Bear Chasm. A short walk and crawl from the bottom of Pooh
Bear leads into the Worm Room and the connection to Sorcerer’s. The
connection often refills with sediment and must to be dug open if
someone wants to do the through trip between entrances.
Bonnie and I entered the Apprentice entrance, double-checking
the survey as we went. A couple of months earlier, I had entered the
cave’s survey data in the Walls survey program, which showed a
major vertical error in the loop between the Apprentice and Sorcerer’s
entrances. If there are enough loops in the survey, Walls can give
good estimates of which survey shots are likely to have errors. There
were only two loops in this part of the cave, so Walls couldn’t make
such suggestions this time. I relied on my memory of the cave,
compared it with the plot, and guessed the error was in the Apprentice
section. I was both right and wrong. The shot I thought was flawed
proved OK, but we found a couple of other minor blunders that helped
improve things, and we exited the cave just before dark.
While everyone else was underground, Logan McNatt spent the
day on the surface. An old-timer to Sorcerer’s Cave, and Logan hadn’t
been there in many years. He loves telling people about the wonderful

Photo by Chris Vreeland.

Thanksgiving 2001

The Mormoops Passage.
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time he and I had in the deepest and most remote cave camp ever in
Texas near Sorcerer’s downstream sumps. Ask him about it sometime!
Logan also made the first examination of the archeology in and near
the cave. He decided to spend his day on the surface revisiting the
sites with his old notes and looking for new sites. While doing this,
he also found a new blowing lead.
The last member of our team, Lee Jay Graves, arrived just after
dark and in time for the Thanksgiving feast that Chef Jim cooked up in
a Dutch oven at the campfire. I spent the evening thankful to be out at
the cave among fine friends, but disappointed to be stuck behind my
laptop working to meet deadlines on reports due soon after the trip
would be over.
Friday
Almost everyone started the day with a morning constitutional
and Charley’s proved the most fruitful by finding a sediment-filled
sinkhole. During the past couple of trips to Sorcerer’s cavers have
asked me what areas have been checked for caves and the answer has
been “few.” In previous years we had so much work to do in the cave
that many efforts on the surface were neglected.
This day was meant to help balance the scales by focusing on
surface work, but Bonnie and I first returned underground, this time
into the Sorcerer’s section to fix the survey error. Having entered the
new corrections into Walls the previous night, I was more confident
of where the problem might be. Rather than double-checking our
survey station-by-station as we had done in Apprentice, we went
straight to the Dragon’s Den, another seldom-visited part of the cave
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Charley Savvas in Daemon Drop.

that branches off to the connection. Once there, the error was
obvious. Like the errors we found the day before, the survey was
good; the mistakes were in transcribing the data. Reversing the
negative inclination to a positive value gave us an excellent loop
closure. We exited the cave to join in the fun on the surface.
Logan, Chris, and Bonnie began digging on Logan’s blowing lead
found in the vicinity of The Crack, a blowing crevice we have been
enlarging. The unnamed hole is in a 3-meter-high cliff. I had walked by
it several times, usually yakking with whomever was with me, and
didn’t notice it. In the quiet of Logan’s solo visit the previous day, he
found it when he heard the low, steady sound of air rushing through
a constriction. The shelter-like entrance is 1 meter high by 3 meters
wide and extends 2 meters into the cliff to a slot that is about 5
centimeters high by 25 centimeters wide. Tempering caver enthusiasm
with some archeological meticulousness, Logan and crew carefully
dug out the dry, powdery, squirrel-poop floor to bedrock, beginning
at the outer edge of the entrance and working their way back to the
constriction. Having experienced maximum dust and disgust, they
didn’t enlarge the actual constriction very much and called it quits
with plans to return another day with a shop vac to suck out all of the
offending fill without fear of contracting some horrible pulmonary
infection.
Meanwhile, not too far away at The Crack, everyone else took a
crack at using Charley’s new toy — an electric jackhammer. The Bosch
Brute did a good job of breaking up the rock and increasing our speed
of downward progress. Cave critters crawling out of the hole increased
our enthusiasm and confidence that The Crack will lead into a cave,
but not nearly as much as did the great airflow. At one point, the air
was a sustaining a 10-cm-high “boil” of gravel at the bottom of the
dig!
Since we went on this trip supplied with an electric generator,
Charley brought a slide projector. We draped a white sheet over the
side of Bonnie’s Suburban and spent a pleasant night under the stars
watching Charley’s slides of the previous trip to Sorcerer’s, plus of
his recent trip to Canada to Close to the Edge, a cave with a 255-mdeep entrance pit and which he has recently helped push beyond the
pit to a depth of over 700 m.
Saturday
This day saw our efforts divided between surface and subsurface
work. Lee Jay, Logan, and Chris started the day by hiking over the
upstream end of the cave to look for sinkholes or other possible inlets
to Sorcerer’s. They didn’t find anything except some desolate scenery
and the sinkhole that Charley had found the day before. They then
began work jackhammering The Crack. I took a break from endless
report writing and joined them for a couple of hours to release some
frustrations on the hapless limestone.
Meanwhile in the cave, Bonnie joined Jim and Charley for a return
to the Mormoops Chamber dome. Again, Charley led the climb and
this time reached a surveyed height of 31.3 meters from the floor. This
is not yet at the top of the dome but places the dome as the 18th
deepest pit in Texas. When the top is reached, which is estimated as
more than 40 meters high, it could be one of the 10 deepest pits in the
state. The dome was named “Nosebleed Dome,” partly due to the
height but also because Charley accidentally hit himself in the nose
while working on a bolt. A rope was left rigged to complete the climb
during the next trip to the cave.
Like lower in the dome, the higher leads plugged with flowstonecemented gravels. Jim thinks that these gravels might be from an old,
sealed entrance to the cave. About 40 meters east of the cave’s
13
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entrance is a slumped section of valley wall. I had always assumed it
was collapsed by undercutting, but no one has crawled around
underneath to prove this. I’ve put this task on the agenda of things to
do on a future trip.
Taking a break from my reports, I crunched survey data into my
laptop to provide some instant gratification for the trip. The data
entry corrections have increased the cave’s depth 2.8 meters to 173.7
meters, further solidifying Sorcerer’s position as the deepest cave in
the state (not that anything else comes close). Its traverse length has
increased 17 meters to 3,230 meters, still the 9th longest in Texas.
Sunday
Our last morning of the holiday weekend was spent sorting and

packing gear for the trip home, then continuing to work on The Crack.
By the time we finished in the early afternoon, the hole had been
deepened to 2.3 meters and could be seen to enlarge to the north. It
slopes away and down about a meter to a drop-off. We tossed some
rocks down that drop and estimated they fell about 5 meters.
Unfortunately this is no promise of an end to the excavations. Based
on the geology and what I’ve seen of other caves in the area, I expect
the uppermost parts of this new cave will be very tight and the pit may
not be passable. I wouldn’t mind being wrong, but caving with a
jackhammer would certainly be a new experience. And Sorcerer’s Cave
has proven reliable at providing new and superb caving experiences.

Equipment Review

a very thick border keeping the light in front of you, and not in
your eyes. The lamp is very impact resistant and waterproof to 15
feet.
Two small improvements can be made to the lamp to make it better
suited for caving. I replaced the 4.8volt 0.7amp bulb with the REI
lamp bulb. The REI bulb is rated at 4.8volt 0.3 amps. Since it is a
krypton bulb this allows for 7-8 hours of constant good light. The
replacement bulbs can be ordered only from REI. It is item #410175,
and cost $1.90 apiece. The other minor improvement that can be
made is the head strap. The lamp is supplied with a camouflagecolored nylon strap that allows the lamp to bounce up and down
unless it is really strapped down ridiculously tight. I cured this by
using a replacement dive mask strap that secures the light much
better to a round helmet.
I have bought three of these lights now, and none have become
quirky or unreliable. (I can’t say the same for my Petzl Mega, or
Duo, which have both started an annoying flickering between
bright and not so bright with age. All four of the HL8000’s have
maintained perfect reliability. They have all taken quite a bit of
abuse such as dunking, collisions with rock walls, and batteries
corroding inside of them. They all have stood up to the test and
performed flawlessly.
My total investment in each light counting the light and strap with
bulb is not over $15.00, an absolute bargain. They have held up
much better than lights costing far more. Several cavers I know
have begun using these lights as their primary source, and all are
very satisfied with the performance. Bill Steele after seeing mine
ordered one and declared it superior to the original REI light.
It is nice to see in this age of ever increasing prices a real bargain in
the caving world.
NOTE: Many of the Wal-Mart Super Centers are now carrying the
HL8000. It is packaged in blister sleeves and can be identified by
the olive drab color of the lamp. It also says Night Blaster on the
package. What’s even better is the price: $7.99

Optronics HL8000 Headlamp
By Keith (Andy) Harris, harrisk1@home.com

When I began caving with Bill Steele a few years back, I noticed
he used one of those (cheap) green REI headlamps. He used this
light almost exclusively. I had seen them in the past, but never
gave the light much thought. The light looked flimsy to me, and I
didn’t think it would stand up to cave environment conditions.
Bill’s light consistently burned 7 to 8 hours, on 4 AA batteries,
and never seemed to give him a moment’s bit of trouble. He
assured me they were solidly built and his had lasted many years.
It only cost $30 and was very lightweight. The only nag was the
lens housing was too thin around the edge and caused the lamp to
throw light out at too wide an angle. A wrap of duct tape around
the lens housing was a quick fix to keep light from shining in the
user’s eyes. When I checked with REI about purchasing one, they
informed me the light had been “discontinued” due to low demand
and there was no similar replacement available.
Most of you are probably familiar with the “black headlamp”
available at most Wal-Mart’s. It is a cheap REI knockoff. Optronics
out of Ft. Gibson Oklahoma is the major distributor of the lamp.
Dubbed the Nightblaster HL6000, it is very cheap, throws out a
bright light, and costs around $7.00. It runs on 4AA batteries like
the REI lamp, but unlike the REI lamp it is thin walled plastic, and
not very durable. I have found them to be unreliable as well. The
connections are not solid and the lamp suffers from blackout spells
while being used. With some modifications, the lamp might be
usable, but would still be a pain in the ass, and not a great choice
for a primary light. Besides the burn time on the lamp with it’s
.7amp 4.8-volt krypton bulb is around 2-3 hours at the most, so it
eats batteries like a starved hog, requiring you change batteries
frequently.
About three years ago Optronics began carrying another lamp. I
happened across it while touring the website looking for a spotlight. Dubbed the HL8000 it looked similar to the old black HL6000
lamp, but appeared to be much more robust. I called Optronics,
and they confirmed the lamp was beefier and better built. When I
asked for the price they quoted me $10.00 so I purchased one.
Straight out of the package the lamp is obviously superior to the
HL6000. It has a rubberized coating over the lens housing, power
switch knob, and battery compartment knob. The lens housing has
14
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Edwards County & Sutton County

Swinging Lizard Cave &
Eagles Roost Cave

November 22-23, 2001
By Joe Mitchell, joemitchell@satx.rr.com
Photo by Michael Cunningham.

Thanksgiving weekend brought a chance to go
check out two previously undocumented caves in
west Texas. On Nov. 22, Michael Cunningham,
Patrick Cunningham, Evelynn Mitchell, and I
visited a ranch near Sonora. The ranch foreman had
located a cave on the property and wanted
someone to explore it. After a long drive across the
ranch, and short trek up an arroyo, we arrived at the
cave. The cave entrance was in the middle of the
arroyo and clearly took on large quantities of water
as witnessed by the smoothly polished rock around
the entrance pit.
We rigged to a nearby tree and rappelled into the cave. It
turned out to be a 35-foot pit with a twenty-foot long room at the
bottom. The floor was a very loose humus and easily diggable. A
large upper level room partially filled with logs was visible at the
back, about 20 feet up, but was not accessible due to the smooth,
sheer walls. Some old flowstone and a curious raccoon in a crevice
were also seen. While Patrick was ascending out of the cave, a
lizard hopped up on the rope and seemed to enjoy the motion of the
rope moving back and forth - hence the name, Swinging Lizard
Cave.
The next day we met up with Christi Bennett, Hank Boudinot,
and Evelyn Townsend and went on to a ranch near Rocksprings.
The landowner had noticed steam coming out of the ground during
a previous visit (he does not live at the site) and had dug open an
entrance. The cave entrance was a small opening near the top of a
hill.
Crawling in, it quickly opened out into a large room that was
about 50 by 30 by 15 feet high. It resembled an amphitheatre with
one wall curved and gently sloping down and the opposite wall

Evelynn Mitchell rappelling
into Swinging Lizard Cave.

impressively decorated with draperies, columns, and stalactites.
One formation resembles an eagle perched atop a stalagmite, hence
the name Eagle’s Roost. The owner came with us and brought a
generator-powered halogen light for the main room. He complained
that as soon as he got his camera set up to take pictures of us, all
he saw were feet and butts.
There were numerous leads going off the main room including a
very nice path up through and behind the main area of formations.
After some exploring, we found evidence of a number of other
crawls and rooms that were not immediately accessible. Evelynn
and I managed to get into one of them and soon found a section of
the cave that contained more crawl leads and a pair of nicely
decorated rooms (the Marriage Chambers). The owner got into the
caving spirit and squeezed and crawled his way back to the
Marriage Chambers and had a great time.
After some further exploration of the lower levels by Evelyn and
Michael, we headed out and were treated to a nice meal by
landowner’s family and friends who were spending the weekend
there.

The United States Postal Service has
announced 15 September 2002 for the
release of the set stamps featuring
American bats. The set of stamps will
feature a red bat, a pallid bat, a spotted
bat, and a leaf-nosed bat. A first-day
ceremony will be held in Austin, Texas
where a large colony of Mexican Freetailed bats makes its home beneath the
Congress Street Bridge.
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Longhorn Caverns

Wild Cave Tour
By Link Huller and Lane Huller

Lane Huller exploring Longhorn Caverns.
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Photo by Link Huller.

We were on the road about sunrise on Saturday, July 21,
2001 headed for Longhorn Caverns State Park near Burnet in the
Hill Country. Our interest in caves had been kindled by visits to
Texas and Alabama show caves, but we had recently chanced upon
a different type of opportunity when we came across a reference to
the Wild Cave Tour at Longhorn Caverns. This tour promised to
take us into the undeveloped portion of the cave system so we
called for reservations (and to make certain that they would allow
Lane, age nine, to participate). With reservations made for Saturday
afternoon (all Wild Cave Tours begin at 3:15 on Saturday
afternoons with reservations required) we were on the road early
Asao we could do the regular tour in the morning before lunch.
Longhorn Caverns is well worth the drive from the
Houston area or virtually anywhere else in the surrounding region.
This river-formed cavern has beautiful formations and interesting
passages making for an easy, entertaining hour and a half tour of
the show cave. In addition, there are tales of local history
(including outlaw Sam Bass) that add color to this attraction. After
our show cave tour we did the nature walk (this is very nice -–
scenic and quiet) and had some lunch at the snack bar. Another
feature of interest at this state park is that much of the work at the
cavern was done by CCC workers during the “New Deal” era of the
depression decade.
A little before 3:00pm we picked up our rented gear (we
are NEW to caves and had previously experienced only show
caves) –knee pads, elbow pads, hard hat, and flashlight. We got
our gear comfortably in place and it was time to move out for the
cave. Before entering Longhorn Caverns our guide explained to us
that we would be in the “wild” portions of the cave that were not
part of the show cave tour. He warned us that there were some
physically challenging portions of the Wild Cave Tour and that
there were a few tight squeezes as well as small lakes to cross. He

also talked to us about protecting the beauty of the wild cave.
After this we entered the through the show cave entry then quickly
took a side passage into the dark, wild cave.
One of the first challenges we faced was a narrow, twisting
and turning stretch that made for a tight squeeze in some places. It
was only a minor struggle, but we had one person turn back at this
early phase deciding that this tour was not for him. After a small
climb we assembled in a little room before undertaking the next
phase of our tour. We now had to climb feet first through a narrow
hole to the next passageway.
The guide went first to assist the next person down then
as each person came through the hole the one before them had to
assist the next in line in finding the footholds and then, for the last
few feet, simply trusting your partner as you dropped to the cave
floor. Next came passages filled with loose, sharp rock that we
moved through on hands and knees and other tunnels with thick,
heavy, ankle deer mud that we sometimes had to crawl through on
our stomachs. At one point we crossed the show cave path way
and one of the show cave tours got a look at our muddy, messy
crew, but not one of then evidenced any desire to join us.
At this point we traveled down the show cave walking to
the spot where the regular tour ends. We pushed on past the end
of the walkway to the place where encountered the first lake. Here
our guide explained that there were three small, shallow lakes before
us and if anyone wanted to they could wait here and he would pick
them up on the way back. I am pleased to report that we all pushed
on into the lakes before us. The water was COLD (about 60
degrees) and about two feet deep. Now, in and of itself, that might
not appear to be much of a challenge (especially to experienced
cavers) but the other “hitch” here was that the ceiling of the cave is
only about a foot above the lake surface so that it was difficult to
keep your head above water as you progressed through the lake.
Physically it was difficult to move through the cold water
with little more than your nose and eyes above the lake surface and
mentally our reason rebelled against moving through this close
space. About halfway across the first lake we considered turning
back, but we were determined to push on in order to complete the
tour. Overcoming that “crunch” when our minds screamed “turn
Back” was an important point for us and we were able to negotiate
the next two lakes (as well as our return through all three) with
much less difficulty as we had already won the mental battle making
the physical challenge far less difficult.
One casualty of the trip across the lakes was the little
disposable waterproof camera that I had carried in my shirt pocket
in a ziplock baggie. It was gone. However, as we crossed the middle
lake on the way back our guide spotted it floating way off across
the lake and I was able to retrieve it with a brief detour to the lake’s
edge; it had floated off in the airtight baggie and the photos turned
out fine. The lakes were the last of the tour. From there wet and
muddy, we used the show cave walkway to exit the cavern then
head back t the main building in order to change clothes and, for
us, drive back to Spring (just north of Houston).
While experienced cavers might not find this to be a
challenging experience, novice cavers will enjoy these three hours
underground. The cost of the Wild Cave Tour is $35 per person
with additional charges for rental equipment (if you do not have
your own). This price includes a “survivor” T-shirt IF you complete
the tour. We had a great time and this was a terrific introduction to
caving for us; we hope to expand our caving experiences soon.
Thank you Longhorn Caverns for a wonderful day!
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Travis County

Whirlpool Cave
September 15, 2001
By Howard Haddock

This year, the Whirlpool trip was the second of the
year for Aggie Speleological Society. I thought it was
a little odd to get some of our new members to go to
Whirlpool after visiting nearby Maple Run the week
before, but come to find out many of them actually did
enjoy Maple Run so much that they wanted to go
caving again. I have gone to Whirlpool many times,
and this trip was more memorable than most.
Usually, our club visits Whirlpool once a semester
to show our new cavers what to expect in a wild cave.
Thru the mud, water, and bruises our new caver
friends encounter, we hope that they will realize why caving is so
special. Furthermore, it is good to see people enjoy new stuff so
much that thru the course of the semester they decide to become
active members of our club. All in all Whirlpool is a great way for
us to explain and show people what caving is like. But at the same
time it does get a little mundane especially for the older members of

the Aggie Speleological Society. One of our former presidents
allegedly visited Whirlpool over twenty times back in the days
when we would go there twice a semester. However, even for the
experienced Whirlpool fans this trip was memorable.
In addition to the fifteen members from Aggie Speleological
Society, twelve people from the A&M Geology club came. It was a
great social event with around thirty people getting into Whirlpool
at the same time. We even had a guest speaker and fortunately, the
Geology Cclub did find us at the Karst Preserve just in time to hear
him. Many thanks to William Russell from the UT Grotto who
talked about geology just as fast as we could listen.
After everyone was properly attired to go caving, William
started his talk on the many geologic phenomena in the Edwards
Formation. He gave both the cavers and geology students a fun
trip back in geologic time to describe exactly how the Edwards
Formation came into existence. Plus he discussed details of its
importance to us today. Also in his talk he honed in on some
specific formations we would pass by in Whirlpool he even knew
how old most of them were! I closing he added in some stories
about leads and further exploration currently going on in
Whirlpool. To the surprise of the old members there is hope of
further discoveries in the future in Whirlpool. Personally that
information revives my interest in going back to Whirlpool, next
time I might bring a pick and shovel instead of my noisy box–o–
camera stuff. And next time we get William to speak, I am going to
take a recorder and note pad.

Hill Country Backroads:
Showing the Way in Comal County
by Laurie E. Jasinski
Jasinski explores the time when roads were
unpaved, unknown, and unexplored. It was a time
when it was nearly impossible to reach your
destination without having to change a few tires or
find a team of mules to pull you out of the mud. It
was a time when a journey was an adventure.
Jasinski spent nearly a decade researching the
early history of motoring and tourism in the New
Braunfels area, of which her grandfather, Joe
Sanders, played an important role.
Texas A&M Press, soft cover, $17.95.
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Bexar County

Government Canyon Karst Survey

1 December 2001
David Custer, George Kegley, Marvin Miller,
Rebecca ODaniel

Even though there were only four of us and it was only a oneday trip, this was one of the most eventful trips in the recent
history of the Government Canyon Karst Survey. Since George
Kegley was there, I decided to go back to Area 13 to continue the
dig on feature 13-10, and also to spend some time looking for some
of the other features that had been flagged previously by
ridgewalking teams on that hillside.
We hiked up Wildcat Canyon Trail to High Lonesome Windmill. From there we had pretty good coordinates to get to feature
13-10, which had last been dug on 15 October 2000. George
suggested going over to Lost Pothole first, since we were so close.
I thought it was a good idea because I had wanted to take some
photos of the entrance. When we got there Rebecca decided to
check out the cave. David persuaded me to borrow his caving
helmet (I hadn’t brought mine) and accompany her. I hadn’t been
in the cave before so I didn’t take much persuading.
The cave is mostly vertical, descending in a series of freeclimbable pits to a depth of about 23 meters. When I got to the
bottom Rebecca had already disappeared into a muddy hole that led to a
horizontal crack under the floor. Only
her feet were sticking out and she was
struggling mightily to make some
progress. There was considerable
airflow from out of the hole, which
had been the subject of several digging
trips back in the 1990s. I remembered from the report of the
final dig trip that it “goes into an impassable small crack in
bedrock”, hence Rebecca’s struggle. But she didn’t give up. The
wind in her face brought the smell of virgin cave on the other
side of the squeeze. She kept working at it, gaining inch by inch,
and finally, using my foot behind hers to push off of, she was
through. In a meter or so she was looking down another pit, about
12 feet deep, in her estimation. It was of a large enough diameter
that she didn’t feel safe attempting to down-climb on her own,
but she did note that there was a place to tie off a handline, if one
was found to be needed. She had pushed through to virgin cave but
the exploration would have to wait for another day, and we would
first need to enlarge the passage so that people like myself could
navigate it. Coming out of the “impassable” passage was almost
as trying for Rebecca as going in had been, but most of the
trouble was in getting turned around so that she could navigate
the turns head first. She was exhausted when she finally got out
and we had some concern about her ability to accomplish the
climbs to the surface, but she made it without a hitch. It was
several hours, however, before she seemed fully recovered.
After eating lunch, we went in search of and shortly found
feature 13-10. David and I alternated digging in loose soil and rock
for several hours. It continues to feel somewhat promising and
should be continued. At about 3:00p.m. We stopped digging and
went to look for other previously flagged features on the hillside.
We were particularly looking for 13-5, which was described as a 1-

meter-long crack with a “cool breeze”. We didn’t find it but we
did find 13-4 and 13-9. Rebecca and David dug on 13-4 for a
little while before giving it up. 13-9 was a hole in a short cliff
section that obviously channeled water from above the cliff. It
didn’t have any promise of being a cave.
The sky was overcast and the day was getting on toward
evening so we decided to keep walking south along the hill, still
hoping to come across 13-5, but once we intersected the trail we
would quit for the day. Rebecca borrowed David’s cell phone and
walked up the hill for a ways for better reception. David, George,
and I were about 100 meters ahead of her when we heard a yell.
“Did you guys see this?” We looked at each other. “No,” we
yelled back. “Well come look.”
I was the first one there. She was standing on the edge of a
collapse about 2 meters in diameter and full of large, clean-washed
boulders. As I was coming up to her I came across a small hole in
the ground about 5 meters south of the sink, through which the
walls of a crevice dropping into darkness were visible. We were all
excited about the find. Rebecca was unaware of the already open
hole, and when I showed it to her she grabbed her helmet and
scooted through. David, seeing that the hole was too small for him,
had started throwing rocks out of the sink, but quit when he
realized Rebecca was in the passage below the sink. Unfortunately,
the collapse plugged the passage in that direction, but it probably
continues on the other side and should be enterable by digging at
the sink form the topside.
The passage went the other
direction, away from the sink, as
well, and Rebecca explored for a
short distance in that direction. We
soon heard her yell something about
it “getting big”, and she said I need to
come down and take a look. She was
wearing David’s helmet because hers was so muddy. But that was
the only thing available so I jammed it on my head and tried to
squeeze through the entrance. I didn’t fit. A blow with the
hammer took care of the offending spur of rock and I slid inside.
I chimneyed down a narrow crack to the floor about 3 meters
below. Following the fissure for about 3 meters, I was then forced
to climb up and traverse higher up in the passage by a constriction
at floor level. After the constriction I could have climbed back
down to where Rebecca stood, but from where I was I had a better
vantagepoint at what lay beyond her feet. She was standing at the
edge of a drop-off into an 8 to 10 meter deep pit. The pit was at
least 6 meters across and 3 to 4 meters wide. The crevice I was in
which I was wedged continued across the ceiling of the pit into
what looked like continuing passage on the far side. The crevice
looked traversable and may be a way into continuing passage, if
it’s not possible to get to it from the floor of the pit. I scouted for
natural anchors for a rope but there were none - we’ll have to
install some artificial anchors.
Topside, David had been working on the collapse some more
when he was startled by the emergence of a Ringtail Cat. The
animal was as startled by him and did an about-face back into its
hole. Rebecca had mentioned earlier that she would like to work
her maiden name, Rainbolt, into the name of a cave. So we named it
Rainbolt Ringtail Cave.
We made it back to headquarters as it was getting dark - about
5:30p.m.

“Did you guys see this?”
We looked at each other.
“No,” we yelled back.
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Saturday Activities
Rebecca, Chris, and Tom spent the day at the bottom of Lost
Pothole working on enlarging the passage that Rebecca managed
to get through on the last trip. They used the rock shaving method
and were satisfied with their progress, though they estimate the job
will take another two trips. Some of that work may include enlarging
the entrance to the pit on the other side of the tight spot. Rebecca
got a better look at it this time and figured she could get down
through it easily enough, but was unsure about being able to get
out.
George and I followed
them to the cave where
George took a few pictures
with his new digital camera.
We then attempted to follow
the contour west and south to
Rainbolt Ringtail Cave. We
found Wildcat Canyon Trail
before we found the cave but
George’s instincts soon led him to the opening. We checked out
the collapsed sink for the best digging areas. Since the cave and
sink are at the edge of a large archeological site, George wants to
manage the dig more carefully. However, from seeing what the
cave below does in the region of the sink, it looks like only a few
large rocks will need to be moved in order to determine if there is
passage on the other side.
After looking at the sink, I went the other way in the cave
(away from the sink), and set two bolts above the unexplored pit.
The plan was to come back the next day with Rebecca and continue exploration.
After Rainbolt
Ringtail, George and I
walked south on
Comanche Cut Trail to
Sure Sink. I set a
benchmark, George
and I took pictures,
and I took a short tour
of the cave, which I
had not been to

before. From talking to Chris Vreeland later, I found out that the
two narrow passages that take off above the terminal pit have not
been pushed to the end. I had thought this cave was finished but
now there is more to explore and possibly survey.
Sunday Activities
On Sunday, Jim and Karen Clary from Austin, along with
Rebecca, were waiting at the gate. Jim and Karen wanted to
ridgewalk, so I gave them a choice of some tasks that could be
accomplished relatively easily with just two people.
They decided to investigate the bluffs on the western side of
the hay meadow, in Area 11. They found 6 karst features - most of
them shallow shelters or short conduits for runoff from the overlying cliff. One of the features in the 11-3 group, however, was
estimated as being about 15 feet long, which would make it long
enough to qualify as a cave. Jim and Karen also documented what
they described as a “100 foot diameter area of lithics - chert/flint
flakes, cores and worked fragments.”
Meanwhile, Rebecca and I
hiked to Rainbolt Ringtail
Cave and started moving
packs, rope, and bodies
through the narrow, sinuous
passage to the edge of the pit.
I climbed up into the top of
the passage over the pit and
rigged the rope. Rebecca
rappelled and then I did.
The drop was approximately 6 meters and the bottom the pit
dimensions were 3 meters by 2 meters. There was a low passage
heading southeast which we were able to crawl down about 3
meters. After removing an obstruction, we crawled ahead another
two meters to where the passage turned south and narrowed in
another constriction. The passage widened again and looked
passable for a short distance after the constriction and there was
slight airflow out of the passage.
It looked like a few hammer blows might make the passage wide
enough to get through, but we didn’t have the right equipment
along and left it for another day. About 3 meters above the floor of
the pit in the south wall was a ledge, which led to two passages
that continued in a southerly direction. One was too small to get
into from the very beginning. The other one dropped down about a
meter from the ledge and immediately became too small. There was
no airflow from these passages.
On the way out we surveyed the cave. The cave is 22.5 meters
long and 9.1 meters deep. In the dirt floor of the pit Rebecca found
a carnivore tooth approximately 30 millimeters long. We took it out
of the cave and left it with Erik Holmback for identification. We also
saw 4 cliff frogs at the bottom of the pit and in the crawl.

It looked like a few hammer blows
might make the passage wide enough to
get through, but we didn’t have
the right equipment along and
left it for another day.

Mystery at Jacob’s Well by Marcia Allen Bennett. When four students decide to combine a
science report on caves with an environmental effort at Jacob’s Well, near Wimberley, Texas,
strange things begin to happen. First they find a stone engraved with a mysterious message.
Forced to spend the night at the well site, where over the years eight divers have lost their
lives exploring the underwater caves, they hear ghostly cries and strange guitar music. The
message on the stone and other strange goings-on lure them into solving a mystery. But when
a reclusive local character issues a warning to them, do they listen? Marcia Bennett, a former
teacher/librarian, makes her home in Wimberley. 160 pages, illustrations. Paperback, $12.95
hardcover, $17.95 .For more information contact: Eakin Press, P.O. Drawer 90159, Austin TX
78709-0159 Tel: 800-880-8642 Fax: 512 288 1771E-mail: Sales@eakinpress.com
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Ronald G. Fieseler Receives
TSS Outstanding Service Award
The Texas Speleological
County.
Survey (TSS) awarded Ronald G.
Ronnie’s contributions to the
(Ronnie) Fieseler its Outstanding
TSS and Texas caving in general
Service Award during the 2001
went far beyond the editing of
Texas Caver Reunion. This award
publications. He basically salvaged
was established to recognize
the TSS at a time when the files
those individuals who have made
were stored in boxes in Houston.
major contributions to the TSS.
Following recovery of the files, he
The only previous recipient of the
spent endless hours organizing
award was the late A. Richard
them, drafting maps, and
Smith.
attempting to mark cave locations
Ronnie was among the most
on topographic maps. He was also
active cavers in Texas during the
extremely persistent in extracting
1970s and served as Editor of THE
information from cavers at every
TEXAS CAVER in 1971. He officially (l-r) Carl Kunath and Ronnie Fieseler in matching possible opportunity. He
joined the staff of the TSS in 1973 “WHO THE HELL IS RONNIE FIESELER?” t-shirts
recognized the value of small
and was instrumental in preparing at a TSA Convention in the 1980s.
caves and organized several
The Caves of San Saba County,
“mini-projects” to poorly known
Second Edition, for publication. Shortly following this he
caving areas. The results of these projects were published in
became extremely active in working with the TSS and
THE TEXAS CAVER and carefully recorded in the TSS files.
became TSS Editor. During his tenure he produced The
Without his steadfast work during a difficult time in TSS
Caves of Brewster and Western Pecos Counties and The
history we would certainly not be where we are today. The
Caves of Far West Texas. These two publications were
TSS is honored to have had his help for many years and to be
among the more professionally produced reports to be edited. able to recognize his contributions with this award.
A lesser known publication was The Cave of Denton
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